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Dear readers,
When I first began Little Fires Everywhere, I knew wanted to write about my beloved hometown of Shaker
Heights, Ohio. I started with a story about troubled families—the wealthy Richardsons and their complicated family dynamics, mysterious Mia and her daughter, and the secrets they all carry with them—and
set the story in my hometown.
Shaker Heights, I realized, is full of fascinating contradictions. It’s a wealthy, highly regulated city—one of
the first planned communities in the U.S.—and the belief in planning is so strong that the city even planned
for diversity in everything from the appearance of its houses to the racial makeup of its population. It was
founded on utopian principles and even today brims with idealism and a sense of exceptionalism. And
despite all this, of course, Shaker Heights still struggles with the same race and class issues as the rest of
the nation.
Like many places in our country, Shaker Heights is full of idealistic, altruistic people—of all races—who
are good at heart and sincerely want to do the right thing. Yet when personally affected by the issues,
even idealists often end up making selfish choices with far-reaching effects. It’s human nature, yet I wanted
to explore how—and how often—we justify it to ourselves when we cross moral lines. Where do we follow
the rules, and where do we justify breaking them? Do our pasts determine what we deserve in the future?
And is it ever possible to leave your past behind? These are some of the questions I hope the novel raises.
It wasn’t that long ago that my debut novel, Everything I Never Told You, hit bookshelves, and I want to
thank book clubs like yours for embracing it so warmly. It wouldn’t have succeeded without the support of
enthusiastic readers like you. After working on Everything I Never Told You for six years, to have it enter
the world to such a loving reception still feels like a dream. (Really: thank you.) I hope that Little Fires Everywhere will similarly capture your imagination, spark spirited discussions, and win your heart.
Thank you for reading,

Celeste

A C O N V E R S AT I O N W I T H C E L E S T E N G
Tell us a bit about Shaker Heights. Do you see it as representative of Every Town, USA, or is there
something you feel makes Shaker Heights stand apart?
Growing up, I always thought that my hometown was pretty much just like everywhere else—I think most people do. And
in many ways, Shaker Heights is a lot like suburbs everywhere: it’s placid and idyllic and full of well-intentioned families.
But when I went away to college, I discovered that Shaker Heights really was unusual in a lot of ways. I thought it was
normal—or at least not unusual—to have a race relations group at your high school, and to live next door to people of different races. I thought it was weird to put your garbage on the curb and normal to get fined if you didn’t mow your lawn.
Yet Shaker Heights is not exactly Stepford, either: the town truly values diversity, in everything from actively encouraging
an integrated population to insisting on variation in the designs of the houses.
As I researched, I learned more about the history of the city and how deeply ingrained its idealism is: right from the
beginning, Shaker Heights wanted to be a little utopia, and they take that more seriously than any community I’ve ever
seen. I sometimes sum up the town’s goal as to be just like everyone else, only better—and in that sense, Shaker Heights is
both a lot like many towns across the country and totally different from any other place I know.
You were born in Pittsburgh and when you were nine years old, your family moved to Shaker
Heights, where you lived until you went college. How much did you draw from your own adolescent
and teen years while writing the book?
I was a high schooler at the time the book is set, and I had a lot of fun sending the teens in the novel to my old haunts. (I’ve
consumed more fries in that diner—and spent more quarters into the jukebox there—than I can count, and I visited it again
to sample the fries while writing the book. Purely for research purposes, obviously.) So much of the scene-setting comes
from memory, but I did need a refresher. Meghan Hayes, the Local History Librarian at the Shaker Heights Public Library,
helped me find old yearbooks, issues of Shaker magazine, and copies of the Shakerite, the high school newspaper—invaluable references for what we wore, what we were talking about at the time, what slang we used.
We meet many characters who have a supposedly color-blind mindset that they use to justify their
words and actions, or lack of. What do you hope readers will take away from these viewpoints and
conversations?
The novel is set in 1997 and 1998, which is two decades ago, yet doesn’t feel that far away. It’s easy to forget how the
conversation around race at that time mostly involved discounting or ignoring it—I think of the blithe (yet often problematic)
Benetton ads of that era that perfectly captured the “Skin color doesn’t matter! We’re all one!” mentality.
Now we’re starting to be aware of the problems with not “seeing race”: ignoring race means ignoring longstanding
problems and history, as well as ignoring important aspects of a person’s identity. I hope readers, encountering that allegedly race-blind mindset in these pages, will reflect on the ways our views have changed—and on the ways they haven’t
changed as much as they might need to.
Can you talk about the inspiration for Mia’s art? Why did you choose to have her be a photographer?
I’ve always been interested in art; I would have done a minor in art history if I could have. Photography is particularly
interesting to me because it’s often seen as objective—after all, the camera captures what it sees—but it’s also inherently
subjective: so much depends on the framing of the photograph, deciding what gets included and what gets left out, how
it’s shown. It’s a peculiar combination of technology and human perspective and that makes really rich material for fiction.
I knew a little bit about photography from art history, but to create Mia’s art, I read more about the history of the
medium. I also looked at the works of contemporary photographers and artists who use photographs as in their work, so I
could get a sense of what these artists were doing and why. Then came the fun part: making up Mia’s photographs. They’re
all pure invention but were inspired by the ways contemporary artists experiment with altering their photographs. For various reasons (which will be clear after you’ve read the book!) she’s very concerned with the idea of starting over, so nearly
all of her work has to do with change or transformation in some way.
In a case of art influencing real life, writing this novel has sparked my own interest in learning photography. My dad
was an amateur photographer, and I have some of his old cameras, so I’m starting to take some photographs of my own.

The exchange about dolls in the courtroom will resonate with any parent or child who has looked
for a toy or book that looks like them but can’t find it, or what they do find is outdated. Was this an
experience you had growing up? How have things changed now that you’re a parent?
My mother was aware of this issue way before it entered the main cultural conversation. Anytime she found a book with
Asian characters, she would buy it for me—which I now realize was her way of trying to show me myself on the page. Often the choice was between bad representation—as in the classic Five Chinese Brothers book mentioned in the novel—and
no representation at all. She was never able to find Asian dolls, though, so she would buy me dark haired dolls when she
could. When American Girl finally introduced its “American Girl of Today” dolls in 1995, my mother bought me the Asian
one, even though by that age I was out of the doll stage. I think it was as much for her sake as for mine. (I still have it.)
As a mother myself, I’m now aware of this issue from the other side. When my son was small, he spotted an Asian boy
baby doll in a toy store, and I snapped it up. If he wants an older Asian boy doll, though, I’m not sure what I’ll do. And it’s
still difficult to find representations of East Asian children in books—though there are more now than there were 30 years
ago!—and my son is biracial, so even East Asian characters don’t exactly look like him. On the positive side, this is a topic
of conversation in the literary world right now, and I hope that more publishers will put out books featuring diverse children,
so that more kids can see themselves represented on the page.
The stories of mothers—Mrs. Richardson, Mia, Bebe, Linda McCullough—interweave and clash in different, sometimes shocking, sometimes deeply moving ways. At the heart of the court case is the difficult question of who “deserves” to be a mother. Why did you want to tackle this subject?
I think a lot about these issues because I’m both a mother and a daughter: what motherhood is, what my relationship to it
is, what society expects of women who are mothers, or who aren’t. How we’re “supposed” to go about this whole business
of motherhood. I have friends who’ve conceived easily, who’ve struggled to conceive, who’ve adopted or gone through
invasive IVF procedures or used surrogates, or who’ve decided not to conceive—and the main constant in all of their experiences seems to be judgment. Motherhood seems to be a no-win battle: however you decide to do (or not do) it, someone’s
going to be criticizing you. You went to too great lengths trying to conceive. You didn’t go to great enough lengths. You
had the baby too young. You should have kept the baby even though you were young. You shouldn’t have waited so long
to try and have a baby. You’re a too involved mother. You’re not involved enough because you let your child play on the
playground alone. It never ends.
It strikes me that while all this judgment goes on, the options available to women become fewer and fewer. I’m not even
(just) talking about the right to choose—across the U.S., women have less access to birth control, health care, reproductive
education, and post-partum support. So we give women less information about their bodies and reproduction, less control
over their bodies, and less support during and after pregnancy—and then we criticize them fiercely for whatever they end
up doing. This seems not only unfair to me but a recipe for societal disaster. I don’t have answers here, but I wanted to raise
questions about what we expect of mothers and who we think “deserves” to be a mother and who doesn’t—and why we
think that question is ours to decide.
This book, like Everything I Never Told You, takes place at a time before everyone has a cell phone
and is instantly interconnected. Do you feel that having your characters and their stories exist before
technology took over our lives allows them to act and think with more freedom?
As many of my readers probably know, I’m a social media junkie—I can often be found on procrastinating on Twitter when
I’m supposed to be writing. Generally, I’m grateful to be living in our interconnected world: I get to connect with people all
over the globe; virtually any information I need is available to me at the click of a button; and when I’m away from home,
my friends and family are in my pocket, seconds away by video call or text. For a writer who spends most of the day at
home and inside her own head, that sense of connectedness and community is a godsend.
But all this connectedness has a downside: it leaves less space for mystery. If I want to know where a friend is, I can
check her Facebook or Twitter feed or see if she’s checked in on Foursquare or—if it comes to that—ping her phone and
ask her to share her location. Information is hard to erase from the internet, too: whatever you said or did in the past follows you like a tail dragging along behind you. That has its own potential for fiction, but in Little Fires Everywhere I needed
some shadowy places where mysteries could lurk, where secrets could stay hidden and pasts could be—at least temporarily—shed.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
1. Shaker Heights is almost another character in the novel. Do you believe that “the best communities are planned”? Why
or why not?
2. There are many different kinds of mother-daughter relationships in the novel. Which ones did you find most compelling?
Do mothers have a unique ability to spark fires, for good and ill, in us?
3. Which of the Richardson children is most changed by the events of the novel? How do you think this time ultimately
changes Lexie’s life? Trip’s? Moody’s? Izzy’s?
4. The debate over the fate of May Ling/Mirabelle is multilayered and heartbreaking. Who do you think should raise her?
5. How is motherhood defined throughout the book? How do choice, opportunity, and circumstances impact different
characters’ approach to motherhood?
6. Mia’s journey to becoming an artist is almost a beautiful novella of its own. Mia’s art clearly has the power to change
lives. What piece of art has shaped your life in an important way?
7. Pearl has led a singular life before arriving in Shaker, but once she meets the Richardsons, she has the chance to become a “normal” teenager. Is that a good thing?
8. What ultimately bothers Elena most about Mia?
9. The novel begins with a great conflagration, but its conclusion is even more devastating. What do you think happens
to Elena after the novel ends? To Mia and Pearl? To Izzy? Do you think Izzy ever returns to Shaker and her family?
Why or why not?
10. Celeste Ng is noted for her ability to shift between the perspective of different characters in her work. How does that
choice shape the reader’s experience of the novel?
11. We see how race and class underline the experiences of all the characters and how they interact with each other. In
what ways are attitudes toward race and class different and the same today as in the late 1990s, when the book is set?
12. Izzy chooses “This Be the Verse” to sum up her life. Is what the poem says accurate, in the context of Izzy’s experience?
13. What does the title mean to you? What about the book’s dedication?

P L AY L I S T
Little Fires Everywhere takes place in 1997 and 1998, so how could I resist the opportunity to put
together a playlist of the ’90s music I grew up with? Each main character in the book would have
listened to very different music, so here is a song for each—one that they’d both listen to and that
captures their personality. —CELESTE NG
LEXIE: SPIN THE BOTTLE (THE JULIANA HATFIELD THREE)
Parties, truth or dare, kissing a movie start: this is the perfect blend of teen innocence–meets–burgeoning
sexuality, and perfectly encapsulates Lexie’s golden, slightly dizzy view of life.
TRIP: INSANE IN THE BRAIN (CYPRESS HILL)
For me, this is a classic jump-around-get-stupid party song. It’s ridiculously catchy, just the kind of thing Trip
would have blasted from the rolled-down windows of his Jeep. I suspect he’d have been oblivious to the
complexities of the song and the connotations of the lyrics and just enjoyed the beat.
MOODY: GOOD INTENTIONS (TOAD THE WET SPROCKET)
Moody would’ve been into alternative and the melancholy of Toad the Wet Sprocket would have been right up
Moody’s alley. And of course the regret of this particular song—“It’s hard to rely on my good intentions”—
is Moody in a nutshell.
IZZY: WHAT’S UP? (FOUR NON-BLONDES)
The existential angst, the crescendo from resigned frustration to furious scream, the prayer for a revolution:
I can’t think of a song that better captures Izzy.
PEARL: ONE HAND IN MY POCKET (ALANIS MORISETTE)
“Ironic” might be the Alanis song that best represents the ’90s, but this has always been my favorite, and the most like
Pearl: startlingly earnest, a bit confused and contradictory, still figuring it all out and doing the best she can.
MRS. RICHARDSON: PLEASANT VALLEY SUNDAY (THE MONKEES)
Of course Mrs. Richardson needs a song about suburbia—but not just any song. “Pleasant Valley Sunday”
is about how perfect life isn’t quite as perfect as it seems. At the same time, it’s a song criticizing conformity and
artificiality... by The Monkees, a band manufactured for TV. The levels of irony keep echoing right through that
reverb-soaked ending. (Plus, some people insist it’s about being trapped in an insane asylum—a whole other level of
commentary on suburbia, maybe.)
MIA: 1979 (SMASHING PUMPKINS)
When I was seventeen, I’d put this song on the tape deck in my car and roll down the windows and just drive.
And that’s actually what this song is about—youth and recklessness and the intoxication of being constantly on the move.

You can hear all of these songs—plus a few extras
to accompany key moments in the book—on Spotify

PHOTOS OF SHAKER HEIGHTS
Shaker Heights’s distinctive architecture was a point of pride for the city’s founders. Here are some
photos and links to give you a sense of what it’s like to drive the city’s streets. —CELESTE N G
Shaker has plenty of moderate-sized houses, like this one (in the neighborhood I grew up in):

But houses like this are also quite common. The Richardson house might have been something on this scale:

At the other end of the scale, Mia’s house on Winslow Road would look something like the houses in this gallery from the
Cleveland Historical society: https://clevelandhistorical.org/items/show/429
The Richardson teens and Pearl attend Shaker Heights High School, the local public school. Every year, a few seniors paint
a mural as their Senior Project—which decorates the school and serves as a kind of running time capsule. Here are some
of the murals that would have been around at the time of the novel.

MORE ON SHAKER HEIGHTS HOUSES
The early planners of Shaker Heights wanted all the houses to be architecturally distinctive—no cookie-cutter prefab houses
here! If you’re interested in seeing the gamut of Shaker homes, the Cleveland Historical Society has some beautiful galleries:
SMALLER HOMES (like the one I grew up in!):
https://clevelandhistorical.org/items/show/430
MIDSIZE SHAKER HEIGHTS HOUSES:
https://clevelandhistorical.org/items/show/431
https://clevelandhistorical.org/items/show/390
https://clevelandhistorical.org/items/show/406
SOME OF THE GRANDEST:
https://clevelandhistorical.org/items/show/432
And, of course, there’s the biggest house in Shaker, the Van Sweringen mansion, built by the city’s founders.
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